The problem of a one-dimensional stationary nonlinear electrostatic wave in a plasma free from interparticle collisions is solved exactly by elementary means. It is demonstrated that, by adding appropriate numbers of particles trapped in the potential-energy troughs, essentially arbitrary traveling wave solutions can be constructed.
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Clearly on the basis of the preceding considerations, one can prescribe a periodic potential wave form of arbitrary wavelength. The wave velocity, however, is also arbitrary since it is given by the arbitrary Galilean transformation from the wave frame to the laboratory frame. Moreover one can always avail oneself of the freedom in the partition between the two directions of motion of the untrapped particles of a given energy, so as to arrange that the mass velocity of the plasma is zero in the laboratory system. Thus, there is no dispersion relation in the usual sense of a one-to-one correspondence between wavelength and wave velocity, or alternatively between frequency and wave number.
V. SMALL AMPLITUDE WAVES
I,et us consider now the case of small-amplitude waves, that is, waves for which e(g -p-; ) is very much less than the mean particle energy. This suggests that one expand the particle distribution functions in powers of e(p -p-; ). For the trapped electrons this can be effected by integrating Eq. (12) by parts. There results f (E) =L(2m )~/4m e5 2I e4-; E-5llV'(e-4-;,)+st-eQ-; E-5'Ã" (e-Q-; )+0L( -e4-; -E)'5 +(I/~)~f ( e@;")+2[ eP-;"E5-:~I' -dVV -l f '(V) n[ ed&;"E-5f '-( eP; -)- 
